ISTANBUL
Wine List

White Wine
1 PINOT GRIGIO 											£15.95
Fresh, slightly grassy nose with a palate of green apple and lemony hints. The nose reveals a ripe fruit and
generous, fresh uplifting and rewarding in its persistence.

								By the glass 175ML £4.25 250ML £5.95

2 SAUVIGNON LEVORATO 									£18.95
Pale yellow colour with green hues, crystalline, of medium consistency, fresh and fruity with light hints of
toast and vanilla with a taste of exotic fruits such as pineapple and mango.

3 CHARDONNAY LEVORATO 									£18.95
A rich and fruity aroma with notes of green apples. Light bodied, this wine is fresh and crisp on the palate.

4 PINOT GRIGIO LEVORATO 									£19.75
The bouquet is true to typical characteristic of the varietal. Vivacious in the mouth with a strong aromatic
persistence.

5 TREBBIANO LEVORATO 									£19.95
Strawberry notes followed by white cherries. The bouquet provides an elegant element of textural fruitfulness.

6 DON GIOVANNI BIANCO (FLANGHINA) 							£20.00
Spring blossom and citrus note characterises this fresh and appealing mix of Falanghina and Chardonnay
this crisp and complex enhanced with perfectly balanced flavours of orange peel, stone fruits and acacia
flowers and leaves a deliciously long fresh finish.

7 GAVI DI GAVI 											£28.90
Light straw in colour with delicious aromas of almond trees in blossom. The flavour is dry and harmonious
with a slightly bittersweet sensation on the palate.

8 CANKAYA 												£29.95
A blend of our different grapes from Anatolia, is light-coloured elegant, full bodied, and very
fresh and well- balanced wine.

9 VILLA DOLUCA 											£26.95
White wine with a fruity, refreshing and crisp character with smooth, aromatic flavour.

Red Wine
10 MERLOT 												£15.95
The complexity of the bouquet dominated by wild berries. Rounded off by the perfect harmony of the full
robust body 								

								 By the glass 175ML £4.25 250ML £5.95

11 PRIMITIVO LEVORATO 									£18.95
A soft and fruity red with dried berries and hints of forest fruits and distinctive and persistent ethereal
bouquet. Full body, ripe tannins and an opulent intense aroma

12 DON GIOVANNI ROSSO 									£19.95
A rich and full-bodied mix of Aglianico and Cabernet Sauvignon from Campania that gives this ripe wine its
intense purple colour. The oak ageing adds a pleasing smokiness to the juicy red fruit, pepper and herbal
spice flavour

13 MONTEPULCIANO LEVORATO 								£22.50
Ruby red colour with violet tones. Intense and complex perfumes of red cherry and blackberries, with some
spices and leather which follow on to the palate

14 VILLA DOLUCA 											£26.95
A young dry winewith fruity flavours, a smooth and fruity character which invokesthe aromas of cherry
and strawberry

15 CHIANTI GALLO NERO 									£27.90
Very intense and delicate goudron and flintstone great structure body, characterised by distinctive blackberries with some spice and peppers note

16 YAKUT 												£29.95
Our very own grape variety that we are proud to offer you. Medium bodied with intense fruity flavours or
rapsberry and cherry that works perfectly with our grilled meats.

17 BAROLO 												£49.90
A deep red garnet, with a dense texture and impenetrable, clear and of good consistency. The taste is full,
balanced and harmonious, of great complexity and elegance

Rosé Wine
18 PINOT BLUSH

£15.95

Blush Pink in colour characterised by a delicate fruity flavour and floral undesrstones, underpinned with a
hint of spice

By the glass 175ML £4.25 250ML £5.95

19 DON GIOVANNI ROSE

£20.19

A light and refreshing rosé, with fresh cranberry and raspberry notes on the nose. On the palate the wine is
crisp with some citrus flavours coupled with a core of red fruit such as Strawberries

20 PINOT BLUSH LEVORATO

£21.95

This pale blush pink wine has delicate aromas of wild strawberry, apple and honeysuckle. It is crisp on the
palate.

Sparkling Wine
21 PROSECCO

£29.99

Pale straw yellow colour with greenish tints and bright pearly colour. Elegant, delicate and soft savour aroma,
with fresh and fragrant flavour which reminds acacia and wisteria.

Special Selection
BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO

£97.50

The wine has a dark ruby red colour, an intense aroma of wild berries with hints of vanilla and palate
is warm, robust and well balanced.

AMARONE

£108.90

Bright intense flavour with inky-depths of colour, fiery tanninis and a firm structure. Aromas and flavours of black fruits, smoke and dark chocolate.

Beer & Soft Drinks
Efes Draft

			

Efes Bottle 			

						

£5.25

							

£4.75

						

£4.75

Peroni

Birra Moretti										£4.75
Corona 				
Still Water

		

Sparkling Water

							£4.75

								

£2.00

									£2.65

Soda Water

		

						

£2.65

Lemonade

		

						

£3.00

							

£3.00

						

£3.00

Coke
Diet Coke

		
		

7Up

		

							

£3.00

Fanta

		

							

£3.00

Ginger Ale

		

							

£3.00

Apple Juice				

						£3.00

Fresh Orange Juice 		

							

£3.00

Cranberry Juice 			

							£3.00

Wylies Road, Beverley HU17 7AP
Telephone: 01482 868 300
www.istanbulbeverley.co.uk
info@istanbulbeverley.co.uk

